
Call for Abstracts Extended!
Due on Monday, May 8th

Exciting news! You now have more time to submit an abstract for the
upcoming September MAC-MAQ Conference. We heard your concerns and
we're granting an extension.

Original Due Date: Wednesday, April 26th
Extended Deadline: Monday, May 8th

Don't miss out on this chance to share your research. You can submit your
abstract for consideration in up to three different sessions.

Session Topics:
Composition and Operational Forecasting from Daily to Seasonal Scales
Breakthrough Innovations in Atmospheric & Air Quality Modeling
M3: Merging Measurements & Models
Meteorology-Chemistry Coupling, Feedbacks, and Interactions
Modeling of Processes Across Multiple Scales
Unique/Extreme Events and their Impacts on Meteorology and Air
Quality

Take advantage of this extended deadline and submit your
abstract now!

Submit Your Abstract
Here

Review Program
Information Here

Friendly Reminder: please note that speakers will need to reserve all three
conference dates until the programming schedule is finalized. Additionally, we
kindly request that speakers plan to attend the conference in-person. If you have
any questions, please contact the Conference Manager, Olivia Schlanger at
oschlanger@ucdavis.edu.

Poster Competition Reminder

https://macmaq.aqrc.ucdavis.edu/abstract-submissions
https://macmaq.aqrc.ucdavis.edu/2023-program-topics
mailto:oschlanger@ucdavis.edu


We invite all undergraduate and graduate students, masters students, and
post-docs (maximum 4 years after highest degree earned) to enter the
inaugural MAC-MAQ Poster Competition by submitting an abstract through
the portal on our website.

Submit your poster abstract before the extended deadline date!
 

Eligibility Criteria

Must be an undergraduate, master,
PhD student or post-doc (Maximum
4 years after highest degree
earned.)
Participants must attend the
conference in-person.
Posters must be based on MAC-MAQ
2023 program topics.
Only one poster (abstract) per
person can be entered into the
competition.

Posters will be evaluated during the
conference by a select panel of judges.

Submissions due on Monday, May 8th

Judgement Criteria

Each poster will be evaluated and awarded scores based on four main categories,
with each category valued up to 5 points, resulting in a total possible score of 20
points.

Broader Impacts & Innovation
Does the research demonstrate broader societal impact?
Does this research have the potential to make a novel contribution to the
overall field?

Visual Appeal of Poster Materials
Are the components of the poster organized in a logical flow?
Is there a good balance of visuals, text and white space?

Communication
Are the outcomes, conclusions, implications, and uncertainties or limitations
of the research clearly communicated?
Can the presenter respond to in-depth questions about the work?

Overall Presentation
How well does the presenter engage the audience?
Is the presentation free of jargon and accessible to a cross-disciplinary
audience?

Submit a Poster Abstract 

https://macmaq.aqrc.ucdavis.edu/abstract-submissions
https://macmaq.aqrc.ucdavis.edu/abstract-submissions


Thank you to our Sponsor, CARB

 
Did someone forward you this email? Stay Connected!
Sign up for our mailing list to stay up to date on Conference announcements and
developments!

Questions? Contact the Conference Manager, Olivia
Schlanger at oschlanger@ucdavis.edu.
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